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This  thesis consists   of four Bhort stories, the titles of which 
are:   "I Cat Named Frankenstein," "May Files," M Fool with a G-un" and 
"Never Enough People."     I will not try here to draw parallels among 
stories, for I  do not believe a central theme is  available.    1-ach one 
must be considered separately*    likewise,  I had no schema in mind when 
arranging then.    The stories  are  in the order they were written and 
all were written In my period of graduate study at University of  North 
Carolina at Greensboro. 
The stories dj£ share a style  and a philosophy, but I am not sure 
that these qualities  are, by me, definable, or that they need be explained 
outside the fiction.     The epigraph  (y.«) expresses my feelings  toward 
these short stories as  well as I could ever hope to express them, and, 
I  am happy to say, It  is in the same creative genre. 
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Ilfht  outside the writer1''  wir.clov, coison ivy rriva, climbing 
the downsrout.     A mulberry tree full  ©f catbirds  pcd mockingbirds 
chattering  1B  not far away, and the street in the  distance is emrty. 
It is   a hot  dry yellow day. 
The writer site  by tl f »ir:dc\   todey, like every day, writing 
about P«fpl« eo ghastly and gratf-rcof.    His characters seen always 
to be  disappearing before he c«u\ get to know then.    The writer rests 
his back and take6  a sir  of water.    Thinking about his reople, he 
renembera  an old jok< : 
V\n 916 friends Mt sn t street eoratr*    MM was leaning 
against  a 2n.my   r>?.e,  t"r'r- nn*Mr.».     -t vas  rot waiting for a 
bus.    Joe was passing. 
'v«-re  ire jrott gtiag?   MlrtO   'oe. 
.owhere,  answered Joe» 
Can I go with you? 
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Somebody shook him. 
It was the charge-of-quarters.     The man on charge of quarters 
shined a flashlight in his eyes and shook hla by  one shoulder.    He sat 
up*    He looked around in the dark and trlod to figure  it out*    He 
stopped and rested hla back against   the crossbar of the bunk abore. 
Then he  remembered. 
Yeu awake. Kendrix? 
Yeah, I'm nwake.    Vhat time is  It? he  asked and turned hi I head 
away from the circle of light. 
i'ire  thirty.    You told me to get you up at t±f thirty, the C 
said. 
Okay. 
Headrix ducked his head and got  eut of  the bunk.     He mered to 
hie footlecker. sat down ant' began to dress.     * little   at a time. 
Pulling en his fatigue trousers and boot socks,     tubbing his eyes  to 
stoF the  itch.    Headrix felt like stretching a long way.    There was 
• drowsy yearning inside, but he kept quiet so the ethers could sleep. 
He slipped his feet into the older pair of boots   and laced them. 
He threw his  ahirt erer hia  shoulder and went out and down the 
corridor toward the latrine.    In the hallway there was dim light  and 
the  light  reflected vtt the fleer and the copper colored fire extin- 
guisher.    He was momentarily drunk with the light and  leaned against 
the wall  and felt his way a» he walked. 
"ean, he eald. 
In the latrine there was  a ; realnent IMU   ef realt.     Oa the week- 
end*, Friday, Saturday and Sunday nights, somebody was sure t* puke 
•n the fleer because ef drinking.    Net making It  t* the ceaaedes  er the 
big sink.    Hendrix checked the fleer ahead to a«ke eure he wouldn't 
step in it. 
Still net awake, he stood before a percelain trough and pissed. 
Then he turned en the celd water in a sink and splashed it on his face 
and ran his fingers  through his brown blond hair.    Ke wanted to go 
back to his bunk and ge back te sleep.    He would like to forget it. 
He went  te the screened window te get some  air in his  eyes.    He 
rubbed hia freckled cheeks and eyes with the water.    ?elew, in the 
company parking let, he saw a gray and black cat site from beneath a 
parked car and tret across a let ef thin dare  grass towards  the fX» 
A cat? he said and sailed. 
He buttoned up his shirt.    Hendriz went back to the bay and got 
his cigarettes  and car keys  and his wallet from under the pillow en 
his cot.    Then he went  out  and down the steps. 
On the landing he looked and saw that  there was  no light in the 
BOSS hall.     It wasn't open yet.     It was still pretty dark.    Seaeene 
sat on the  steps.    Hendrix's eyes adjusted te the dark and he saw 
it was Pinnegan. 
Helle, Pamlt 
HI,     I didn't know you had 9 toe. 
Yeah.     Thought I'd get down here early so I'd get a good Job. 
Me tee.    But there ain't no good Jobs en If, Finnegan said. 
Yeah. 
/inaegan turned on a small rerUble radio. Ka held It te hit ear 
and turned It to get the right direction. Vith these little radios you 
hare te t?.ve the rljht directien. 
What's  the frequency of  that station in Tesrlr? 
BilVtMa humored M—thlnC, he answered. Yru pirn te take tht-t 
te  r? with you? 
Un huh. They don't care. The yeun," cook if a bast*.r£, Vttl y»n 
gett?. telk about baseball to hln. He's fron BOB ten. You talk about 
Ted Ulli-ns. 
Ted Vinians?    ■**■ retired. 
I  knew, ?innegnn rerliec". 
Kenuriz nodded.    He knev  v;h?.t the  other meant;  Flnnegas ae»nt 
that ?■* kad *• *»*■* tne c«ok's talk. 
lUMfMI got the station in Temple.    He took so long because it 
was still  too dark to see MM mxaberc   or.  the knoh.     A aoag pqpaltf 
ther,  OEC  that was jlttftd a lot, case through the cracklin? etetic: 
I had a fellev tell M 
He had a sister who looked Just fine. 
Ins teed of hein' my rearmbrRnce, 
She had a strange resemblance 
To s cat named /ranktnstein. 
/iiu-.egsx huaaed alenj. 
BMMB lit s cigarette am', teok a long -frag eff.    He felt the 
hurt  -md blew the snake cut  quickly.     It felt bad t<> srteke befere 
breakfast, but  there was not really anything to say betveen the», se 
he smoked.    Joaetiaes they went flM— together, but there im nothing 
between than. 
The first sunlight started a gray light  on the edges  of  the sVy. 
It cane inte the darkness  like something »oTing behind a curtain. 
A nan cane up without speaking and opened the lock on the aeso 
hall door.    He was fat, the kind of fat you see on a cook on his eocond 
er third hitch.    The young cook wore white trousers,  a t-ehirt  and a 
white rarer hat* 
Why are yen fuys here so early? 
if just like to -et up. 
Okay, said the ceek, you can Just rush right in theh and rao?  the 
fleoh. 
That's all right.     V»e don't hare to go on duty till  six. 
Ceme on in.    It's six new, the- cook said and looked p.t his wrist 
as  though a watch were there. 
Hendrix stretched.    He dropped hi? cigarette into a butt can tied 
to the railing ef the stoop.    It hissed out.    The tv-e »en walker, to 
the doer and went in the aess hall. 
The fat little cook had turned the ererheads on and sat   at a 
table with a pad and pencil. 
I was Just kidding, the young cook Baid.     ft can't get stahted 
till  the sergeant gets here.    >hat do you want to de? 
I guess  I'd like to wash trays.    That's  about as good m   the Jebs 
«-at pround here. 
Me tee. Hendrix said. 
Sl.-n undeh,   'trays,' the ceok said and Feinted. 
They wretel ?aul Jlnnegan. Bill Hendrix.    Some ethers cane 
through the double swinging deers, passed the serring line and signed 
the sheet.     Coe hsd not yet buttoned his shirt.    :ie buttoned It.    The 
other two shifted, about  and blew to catch their breath.    Then they 
found emirs and sat down. 
The cook lean«u back to straighten the rolls of his stoaach under 
hio t-shirt and asked, V-heh's  the other guy? 
I uon't know.     <no i., he? 
IfeMH -...    Zay-ner i gueus it la, oylveater DaMT« 
Qk, he lives  off post. Bill ..endrlx said. 
• ell,  that don't give hia no excuse.    He's gonna get pots  and 
pans anyway becauoe he's  last, the young cook said  and sailed. 
--lnneg^a said sosjethinj,  about Saner's pretty wife.    :ie:uL-i>. ned.ied 
and said t.iat he and ^aner had been in Japan together Just before 
cosing to -ort Hood. 
The  head cook, a staff sergeant, could now be heprd in the kitchen. 
He oust have come in the back way.    The  7?s in the dining rooa turned 
to ate him at the griddles.    ;ie had a cup  of coifea in one i.nno  ana 
with the  other he broke eggs  and orentd then onto the greaty bl^-k 
surface.    They watched hia break the eggs and open thea onto the grill 
with one hand.      9u sergeant's deep brovn skin,  the color of the coffee 
in i.ii, cup, contracted with his cook't   whites. 
Cone on and eat, you aniaalsJ the sergeant yelled. 
The young cook went behind '.at counter and put broad into a 
toaater tuiat worked like'  an escalator.    The aen got  trayr. and cu»  MB 
■ liveware  and filed by for the eggs and bacon, pasted on to the  tout 
and . ats  of aargarine laid on ice and took half pint cartons of aili 
fro* wire containers at the end of IM nerving line.    They all sat at 
tables  .-.ear the windows. 
It KM  Hjht  outside now.    It would t*  « good da/ for anything 'but 
work In the kitchen.    The big Texas sky voa high and clear. 
Mil Ilendrlx sat  and watched as Daner drore 15;  In an old green 
Cherry,    BUM turned the car without haste into the parking lot  MM  jot 
out.    US closed the door once, then again, harder.     "=ner walked  eatlly 
acre:'.-  ti.r  street and ran his hands through fcla corn yellow holr an:' 
loorfcu i'roa aide to side.    Then he went  out of sight around the 1i«TU r 
Of  tie "building and caae In half *>. minute later. 
« 111   .lceping ~'eiuty finall/ got here, the young cook said, 
i'lnnegan laughed.    ! ohody els,e laughed. 
Vou knov/ you got rota  ant pans. 
Yes,    It's all good tine, laner said and shrugged. 
I  got  a life to spend here, said the cook fro« Poston.      e're jonni 
h-ire  a lot  oT pans  today. 
I'm not  in any hurry. 
er _ot  himself soae toist and ■ cup  of coffee  and  sat down. 
In a aoaent,  the building 3eti«ed to .aove abore their head*.    The 
KPt he=xd the noreaent of feet and the alarming of locker doors.    They 
could heir noncona yelling orders.    Saturday waa a half  lay of Troop 
Iaforup.tlor. ni I duration,  learning about hov  to operate Wit—  and 
trmitttrl  and other signal equirni'-'iit, for the rest  of tie 1 onpia;-. 
0.1 right, you animals, get to your postsJ    You can't ait  out 
there  cullshlting all norningj the head cook yelled. 
Ul  of then got W «n* hurried to the kitchen except  'aner, kl o 
■tayod  anc   finished his coffee.    It was in no hurry. 
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The day seemed 1oncer than it was. 
'herever you vorked, your sweat made you stink.    You got wet from 
tte-pjn or  c'ichwater or mop water.    Your boots got  soaked and your feet 
were wet.    They would smell.     In a littl'   while you were so tired and 
the atrain aade  a sort of drug 30 you eoul.   loMq   Bftillf*     Only a hot 
shower, more water, would take it out. 
1 UMgan an:'. HradrtJE stood and waited to wa3h trays;   the others .rot 
it first.    T: e sf then .stood with t:-'   MHM 3ergeant  and the young cook 
in tit   .serving line anci gave out equal portions  of the food,     toother 
■an worked a* dining room orderly in the section reserved for officers 
and UMM| demarcated with short wooden barriers decorated with tacked 
on red r.nO  v.hite  and blue crepe paper,    i'ylveeter Daner leaned against 
a at-inlesti steel oink pilec'- hlfB vith collar.derB, strainers, pots  and 
long c;oo::;, long flat pane  vith handles  at each end and deep kettles, 
his glasses fogged v»ith steam so that he had to look above  thea to see. 
OttH  Ida*  M   I  ■ ctoo; ,  a teenier MMd Killer sat on an overturned 
pot  an    --t  eyes from potatoes; later, before supper, he shacked the 
outer -kins  off  onions  and quartered  them  into  a potful of  water;  for 
Sunday's  fcffMkfast, Miller shredded more potatoes. 
All  the  MM in the co.T'any had eaten breakfast  and  after they CACC 
back froa tl  and "•"• aost of then had dinner, roist beef and gravy, mashed 
rotator-, < reamed peas  and carrots,  and bricks  of nea; olitan ice e» 
tor dessert.    The diruier made a mess  on the utensils  and at the tables, 
but there voulunH be n-:iy for .supper because it was Saturday.    Saturday 
fc-   supper the:' vould h-ive cold cute   and everything would be easy to clean. 
Pinnegan'3 radio, which he had put lr. the window behind the tray 
rinser could barely he heard abore the din of the kitchen. It played 
the song again: 
Tt'r,  hard on a fellov 
j.\eu he don't know isis  way around. 
If  I  don't find a little honey 
.o fcajj ae apenu ay ao.-j«yt 
T,a afraid  I'll have to blow this town. 
FlaMfU sang the chorus,    "e had done some of  the sinking in 
college, madrigals he called it.    Ke told Kendrix about  it most of the 
day, hov he'd gone nost  of the way through sophomore year and  nearly 
flunked, then dropped out and Joined the army. 
Vhat're you gonnn do A«hen you get out? 
I don't know. If I go to school, it Might be for AMU or lone- 
tH.-v,   'endrix  said. 
That's no way to hire fun.    3etter make it business—you Just get 
the  routine  and stick with it. 
I"o, the  arny'a bad enough. 
You know what I think? 
:'o, what? 
I  thin]- you might stay in.    You found  a home, i'innegan said and 
r.miled big. 
The younger nan took a handkerchief from his pocket and blew his 
none.    Htmtf n't nose was big and pointed  ann full  of hair at  the end 
and he soiled big when he  laughed  and showed all of his  teeth. 
The aong ended and the announcer began to introduce another.      aul 
rut hia handkerchief away and turner, to Pill Hendrlx. 
You know,  I went to see that bastard one  tint. 
too? 
Sam Cooks, yinnegan said* 
That right? 
Yeah.    When I was in high school.     I had this little f if tyeeven 
Chewy, sharp, you know.    I  always went to see then, Chubby Checker er 
sonebody.    One time   I saw that San Cooke was coning to T.ouioville, so I 
bought a plat  of line flavored gin «id drove down.     I parked out in back 
•f the ballfield and slugged soae of  the gin, waitin for the show.     Vhile 
I  was  sittin there in my car, S«a Ceoke comes rollin vp with half a dosen 
other coons in a Buick station wagon, so drunk he can't stand up and 
barf in all  over the jlace.     So the manager of the show goes up  and tells 
the audience soae story about how he took sick at  the last minute. 
Yeah? 
"on huh, -Jaul said* 
The first supper tray flopped down on the sill of the opening in 
front   of  then and ?lnnegan scraped it with a plastic spatula and handed 
it  to Bill.    Hendrix dined it in hot soapy water and wiped it with a 
brush,  a toilet bowl brush,  and put it into one  of the netal drainers to 
go into the rinsing nachine. 
The trayB cane in % sort of flow for a while and tie two had to 
move quickly before the trays could stack up. But it was supper and 
there weren't many. 
-"aul told hin to slow down. 
You have  IP a lot, do you? Bill asked and looked hard at     aul. 
oee that one  stripe? Most of this company is people  returning from 
overseas—us PJOf don't have a chance. 
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Is that right? 
Yeah.    I finished second in ay class at Fort Devens and then they 
send ce-  to a dump like thin. 
Kendrlx didn't say anything more.    It vaa not good for him to tail: 
to  the new gays, especially the ones like ?innegan who had come down 
during the Cuban Missile Crisis because the company was understrength. 
They all complained about their pay and no promotions.    They figured 
they'd been cheated out of their overseas tour. 
xiendrix stood on one foot and raised the other and exercised his 
toes  inside tre wet boot and sock.    Then he did it with the other foot. 
iSis  throat was a little  sore. 
Mud you gonna do after you get off? 
I don't know.    Think I might go and get some suds somewhere.    Wash 
the crap  out  of my throat, iiendrix said. 
?aul handed him a tray. 
Can I come along? 
Yeah, I guess so. 
Kendrix took the silverware in a rectangular wire basket back 
to the sink where Daner was and shook it up and down and from side to 
side  in the dishwater.    Then he took it out and went back. 
tfter the trays were rinsed and the silverware was drained,  rleadrix 
took them to the  tray rack in the dining room.    The dining room MB 
helped him put the utensils away,    %« he returned to the kitchen. 
,aul ilnnegan was at tne rinsing machine, pretending to work. 
You're workin too fast. 
Vhat'f 
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Slow down.    If yeu go too faat and do too good a JOB,  that young 
cook'll try to invent work for us. 
Well, you know more about  EP than I do, Hendrix said and turned 
away quickly. 
Bill was  a little pissed with this new guy.    Finnegan had just 
buttered up that young cook all damn day, talking about Schilling and 
Buddin.    The Bed Sox are in ninth place, he said to himself. 
finnegan had the angle, anyway.    Bill had mopped floors  twice 
already and helped cut the eyes from potatees l>ecau6e he hadn't gone  at 
the Boston cook's speed.    He had painted the tins  in the storeroom and 
disinfected the moldings all around the floor of the kitchen. 
The young cook brought  some mops in a bucket with a wringer on top 
and motioned for Paul and Bill to mop  the tile floor,    Finnegan glared 
at Bill as  they mopped. 
They went  around opposite sides of a wooden topped table, used for 
cutting meat and hacked into Daner's cubicle, the big u-shaped sink 
area.    Hendrix  stopped and smiled.    Daner was soaked with water and 
grease. 
How i6  it, man? 
ill right,  I guess. 
Not like Japan, huh! Hendrix joked. 
No.    Cold in the winter. 
I mean the work. 
I know. Daner said and raised his eyebrows high abore his glasses. 
Hendrix turned at  the signal   and the mess sergeant pushed his wide 
flat brown nose  into their conversation.    He was in Bill's face.    The 
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eergeant's  jaundiced eyes bulged and hlo lira wore tight  together. 
Vfoat you anlaals doin? 
Hendrlx looked at him and looked away at Paul, who pretended to 
aop a particularly dirty spot.    The young cook must have sicked hia on 
then.    It was all Hendrix could do to keep from laughing at  the head 
cook,  the black otripea of grime on the sergeant's t-shi.-t,  rubbed on 
toy the rolls of fat, now rubbing Hendrix, 
Veil,  I got somethin for you to do.    You can bullshit all you want 
to on tie garbage run.    .ley! he bellowed at the young cook,  I got a 
coufla volunteers here for the garbage run.     Ihera and  the outside man. 
The cook from Boston came back.    He waved hla hand at  the roitrack, 
vhere  their fatigue shirts hung and they went out  the back door.    The 
outside man. Miller,  was  told to Join them, 
They loaded a three-quarter ton Dodge truck with garbage barrels 
full  of  rotten food saved for several days. 
The cook raised the tailgate and went around and got in fie canvas 
top cab,    Sylvester Daner julled down the bench from the side am* they 
nat dewn in the back. 
Guess  you just don't know how to stay out of trouble, do you?  the 
young cook asked Hendrix. 
3uess  not, he answered. 
Daner sailed and shivered.    His daar clothing made him <-old,  though 
it was  t aild spring day.    Hendrix and Daner exchanged smiles. 
InBido  the truck it began to stink and the  three soldiers  moved 
back by the  tailgate to get some air.    Millor, the teenager, gri.-naced 
and puffed. 
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What's   a natter?     You sick? 
Not yet*    WOTI it stinks so much. 
Hendrix nodded.    He lit  a cigarette ami offered them one but they 
shook their heads no.    It was the first whole smoke he'd had since 
Mralag  nJlA it  tasted pretty good.    2c looked at his hsnds, all  wrinkled 
and showed them to the others. 
THshpan hinds, huh?    You "both got dishpan hands. Miller said. 
Sylvester sailed and leaned forward and huddled down to keep  warm. 
Hendrix rested his head against the siderails of the truck. 
Hov do you like working with Finnegan? 
He's  all right. 
I  don't  like hia.    He thinks he'n a hot shit.    He cm read a lot 
of code, that's all. 
It's  all right with me. Bill said. 
It don't make him a hot shit. 
'Uhr  road went away behind them.    lhe truck seemed to he In a 
steady climb, headed toward the hills south of the post.     It was  a yart 
of the post none of them had erer seen.    They rose up and up.    In a 
moment the  landscape was nearly bare.    Scrubby bushes stood here and 
there and you could see an armadillo once in a while.    They always 
looked funny, with their little heads and feet and pointed tail and 
all went  in)ice when they were afraid. 
The Lodge wound along a ridge in four wheel drive.     It vas  narrow 
enough that the truck could slip off the side.    M it stopped and 
backed down a finger of the ridge.    It smelled Ilk. an open ee«r.    They 
were  in a small bowl-like dammed-** valley, partly filled with rubbish. 
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Leafless trees  stood, charred Just above the ground and  on exposed roots. 
Sylvester said, Blrylo. the Japanese word for toilet and Hendrix 
smiled and looked at him.    The cook got out  and lowered the tailgate. 
Ilrndrlx and Miller held the sideu of the barrels and Sylvester 1-aner 
tifped then.     The nour food cane out In luaca and seened to come to life 
v.ith iiaggots.     On the second one Miller aade *. face and leaned out the 
eidt of the truck.    Ke had seen the maggots  in the garbage.    He held 
the side rail and leaned out  and heaved.    It made Miller -ale. 
You okay? 
I uh don uh know.  I thought I was gonna puke, he said and heaved 
again. 
Miller oat down.    Hendrix and Daner went on with the work and the 
young cook laughed at Miller. 
Can't you take it?  the cook said wd laughed.    Look, If you can1* 
tr>e It, you better sit down bach theh. 
The cook laughed none nore and sat down shaking with laughter on 
the truck's  running board.    Hendrix and Daner finished and stood waiting. 
They watched another soldier acrosn the way in a gas mask an.: heavy 
clothing spray the garbage with a flamethrower.    .lot much of  it burned. 
They went back and  down,     te the Lodge went around the ridge again, 
Slenrirlx notired a chocolate brown short haired cat that stood in the 
shadow of a Fartly burned tree.    It sat and. picked  at  a chicken bone. 
It held the  drumstick with one paw ana cradled it with the other and pulled 
the meat off  with its  teeth. 
It was  getting dark.    The mess hall was locked when they got there, 
so  the cook told them they could go.    He had not stopped the  laughing 
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at Miller all tht way back, and kept it up •till.    Ilia eyes war* vat. 
Daner want to the parking lat and got Into his car.   Bill Hendrlx 
waved goodly*,    Then he and Miller went in the barracks. 
Ill 
They vent to a bar In Tenple. 
It was a bar Hendrlx went to often, a small place, plain concrete 
blocks on the outside with a small lighted sign hanging above the door. 
The bartender sailed and greeted Hendrlx. 
They hung their coats on hooks by a booth In the back and sat down 
in the red naagahyde seats.    The waitress came up, wiping her right hand 
on the small ruffled apron she wore and holding a little round trqy In 
her left hand.    She was trm» with her smiles. 
What's yours? she asked. 
FalBtaff. 
She turned to Paul. 
I'll...uh...a Bud. 
She looked down her nose at him <uid tilted her head to one side. 
What?    How old are you? 
Paul looked at her with a weak smile.    He looked at her eyes. 
I'm twenty. 
You want a coke? 
Yeah.    That's what I was gonna say. 
Hendrlx laughed.    The waitress went away and stood at the bar.    She 
leaned on one olbow and looked back at their booth and sailed.    She said 
something to the bartender and sailed and tilted hor head to one side. 
The bartender looked at thea. 
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Mil, what the hellft Vhat dcei it Batter to her? Paul said and made 
a face. 
Hendrix shrugged. 
The valtreas brought their drlaJts and Bill paid.   He slupped the 
f MB off his hear and drank a hit «f it.    They didn't aay anything tmr 
a while.   Paul waa slumped in hit corner of the booth and Bill Hendrix 
looked at a ravolving beer advertiser on the bar. 
It waa mostly dark in the room.    There was a small lamp with a 
laflpshade with a picture of a cottage with a smoking chimney and a big 
thick troe baaide it above each of the booths.    There waa a selector for 
the Jukebox under the lane and napkina and salt to knock the bitterneaa 
out of beer. 
You gonna go to Mexico on your leave? 
Hah, Hendrix answered.    Think I'll visit my Aunt Mary in  Alabama. 
She lives immobile. 
Hendrix laughed, but Tlnnegan had missed it.    Miy should he explain 
it, especially when there was two parts and he wouldn't get either one. 
He just hoped he could find his   tint Mary. 
You can get laid in Mexico. 
There's a lotta ass.    I've had enough of the mhoras, anyway.    I 
had enough of   them in Japan. 
Un huh*    Tou soa any mere of that girl works in the restaurant 
near the post, ana with the titsT 
No, she's net interested in ae.    She goes with a corporal in the 
fhird Corps now. 
Un huh.    Hay, you know what some sergeant up at Jort Devans told me? 
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No, what? Hendrlx said and took a long pull *tt his "bear. 
II* said he was In loroa and ha says the girls erer there got thalr 
thing an tideways. You know, Ilka their eyas. 
Taah? 
Is that true? Da they? 
Could he.    You can't tall unlass you look. 
Jlnnegan turned away and snorted.    Hendrix sailed and signalled for 
another hear*    The waitress Drought it and ha paid.    With his change 
3111 played a couple of tunes on the Jukebox.    Than ha lit a cigarette 
and looked hack at the other soldier.   Paul 71nnegan Vegan to talk, hut 
Kendrix made a notion with his hand and pointed at twa women at a booth 
across the room and towards the front. 
The one with her hack towards then could not he seen tao well.    You 
could see the sheepskin lining the collar of her coat and the green haad 
scarf with a small hunch of blond hair outside in the front.    The ether 
wore a tattered old mehair sweater, thin at the elbowa, rufflad and 
8F*rse like cat hair, and pedal puahere.    She did the talking.    She had 
brawn bland hair that lay around and in her hands, her hands under her 
chin helding up her head, but it waa hard to hold still I it wanted to 
slip away. 
Vhat the older ene said could not be heard abere the Jukebox.    She 
cried a bit, enough te sake her cheeks red and rough and her neee swell. 
She would pick up ene ef the balled UF kleenexes f ram the table and rub 
the tears away fran her eyes and blew her neee.    She weulAdrink a gulp 
ef her beer and talk* 
Hendrix smiled and leaked away when she saw him.    He stroked his cam 
M though ht had taid tonethlag to the man vlth hia, bat she had seen 
than watching*    The teeond tune he'd played cane an the Jukebox and 
Hendrix drummed hie fInsert on the table to the tine*    It was S« 
Cooket 
toother Saturday night and I ain't gat nobody, 
I got aaue aenejr 'canae I Just get paid* 
Key, how I wiah I had soaeone to talk to, 
I'a in an awful way* 
It waa the chorus.      mil humaed and tried to look away when the two 
women looked hateful leeks at thea*    The eong played oni 
I had a i'ello* tell ae 
He had a titter who looked Juai fine. 
Instead of bain' ay reaeabrance, 
She had a atrange resemblance 
-o a eat naned Frankenstein. 
Then the chorus again* 
You bout ready to go? I'a not enjoying this coke a lot* 
I guess to* Hendrix tald and cut his eyes to one side to arold the 
look of the tcoan who wat crying* 
They got up and put en their coats. "*i the way out the woman in 
the sheepskin lined coat yelled, #oek you. at thea. Bill thanked her 
and bit his lawer lip and went out behind Paul. 
Wallows washed in the grarel parking lot caused then to nearly 
fall a couple ef tlaea.    Bill got In his studebaker and backed it out 
and headed back for 'art Heed* 
It wat dark along the highway.    They saw only a few cart. 
Both of thea shivered a little froa the cold that ruehed in under 
the daah.    Ohe heater leaked and the ill-flttlng doors rattled. 
Bill lit a cigarette. 
Badle work? 
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>*•,   it1!   >USted. 
The heater's broke and the radio's busted.   Daes the horn work* 
*!©, Bill eeid end smiled. 
They ciinbed a steady rise and leveled off*    Lights from the town, 
JlllMn, and the caiq5 beyond allhealtfchi tall pines at the sides of 
the highway. 
The car shifted Into overdrive and picked yjp speed.    Hendrix 
brought It around * gradual bend and straightened th' wheel again. 
Then there was * white blurr that ran acrosc In front of them. 
Bill swerved the wheel to ales It 'but it MM too late,    M il«wed and 
looked sack.     Iti the headll,?hts of anetner car he saw a vhlte cat flop 
op and down la the hl.,hway»  the 3tudebaker's   tires had run over the 
rear of the cat and planed It, masked it Into the asr-holt.   The cat 
tried +* raise ttself \xf hut van stuck,     toother car wculd get the 
est'fc  lead and that t/ould he  all. 
Flnnegan laughed,  that's a matte- with you? 
Hothlng, he raid almost shoutf.ng. 
It was only a fucking cat.    Hothlng hut a goddam forking cat.    It 
don't hurt you. 
?ow do you know anything, man? 
what? jPinnegan said. 
Hov do you know anything:  Tou never been dead. 
There warn a lot of traffic  in Wlleen.     They a topped at a light 
and several drunken soldiers creceed in front of the Studebaker.    They 
joked anc yellec to tell Hendrix to wait a minut..    Then Bill and 




■W young ban squatted a.id lifted the baby to hlr, cheat.    He stood 
and carried his child across and down the length of the narrow hall to 
a tiny room MM placed her in a riekct? befl.    Purlin/- vp the bedrail, 
he started out of the rooo, then noticed the de~al on the aide toward 
hin an<5 eniled at it, a lamb there, wl^h a light blue bow collar and 
butterflies around its head* 
lie sat dovn on a worn limitation leithe- sewn and began again to 
study a book on the history of nyth.    The Wfc rested la his lap  «nd 
an unliueu white card, io    notec-, vas JMti ah ore it or. hi    k*JMa    8M*e 
■tonally ho would scribble a few wcrdc as  a page reference on the cird 
and aark the nargins at' MM bock with asterisks  to shov. larortint 
passages, 
■M houae w«i> vei-y Btill with the baby iu bed.    The only souac" was 
now and th*n the rattle ef the  vocfen bed in MM child's  room.     .The had 
not settled to sleet yet.     Outside a car could sanetlae* be heard, 
taming. 
The dlK light froa r. swiwil lanp barely keyt hin wake.    His head 
would droor  to his chest, MM and riae again.   Hs would wake confused. 
Bl had been up late tlM nl^ht before, drinking with some of his friends 
from school,    he shook kffl head ana MM|  Tut tall  to htosvlf•     UH 
night he had known he had to study for the luia on the a»yf- text.    2o 
had to finiBh it tonight. 
He stopped reading and sat ■.night vp and rubbed his •yea.   He 
thought he would like tr *o out for a walk.    The ccol d«r* air would 
surely waken him.    But his wife didn't like hia to leave the Why alone 
in the house, even for a short while.    He stood and parted the curtains 
and looked out at the street.    It curved in a circle at the end of the 
street, making a sort of keyhole shape before his snail yard and the 
yards of neighbors.    It had rained.    Water stood in a low place at the 
entry to his driveway, and around the square hillock where his wife had 
planted daffodils last year.    A quarts iodine street lamp played on the 
wet asphalt staking it shine.    He studied the power pole, its alternating 
rows of splinters in outline, gouged out, like thorns on a huge rose 
stalk*    He counted the porcelain insulators on its crossbar, where the 
lamp was. 
He let go the curtains and walked to the kitchen and took a small 
pan from the dish drainer.    He filled it half full of water and turned 
on the range, waiting till the pilot light caught and the gas exploded 
in a blue and yellow six sided star, *nd rested the pan on the front 
burner,    Oie stove aade a flickering light on the wall.    He returned to 
the living room. 
A sketch pad lay open, half on the thin dusty rug and half en the 
entraneeway tile near the side door.    With one slippered foot he turned 
the pad and laughed at what was there.    It was a detail in nude female 
figures, redded about the crotch, turning a softer pink of breast and 
nipple, to pure white where their faces vanished Into the grain of the 
paper. 
But, I can't get the navels right, he eaid to himself. 
Tor a long time he had sat and looked at his own navel, but it was 
small, not deep and sensual like he wanted on the figures. 
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He went back to the stove.    The water was hlesing stews from the 
pan.    He spooned eone coffee powder into a short white nog, put In 
water and added half the cup  of milk, the way he had learned to drink 
It up north, when he was in the army.   Coffee regular, it was called* 
He eet the cup down on the sink counter and waited for it to cool* 
loaning against the sill of the kitchen window, he looked above 
the yellow cafe curtains at the dark.    He still wanted to walk outside. 
The light from the living rooa faded into the backyard to the ditch 
and waist-high weeds beyond it.    A wire fence stood aost q£ the way 
erect, despite the stream of the ditch that washed its posts.     Kt the 
edge of the yard was a pyramid of stones the department of sanitation 
workers had raked to clear the drainage.    Mttle squares of light froo 
another subdivision a little way away could be seen.    He scratched the 
grisly beard of hia chin and seemed to return to the rooa wh*n he saw 
his reflection, his hair and the gray eyee fogged in the glass If water 
condensed froa his breath.    He turned and took vp his cup of coffee, 
then stopped and puckered his lips, thinking, then wont back to the 
divan* 
Staring at his drawing pad sideways, he drank coffee.    It woke 
hia a little and he decided not to study for a while. 
I can't say that it's lupertant to ne, anyway, he eaid aloud. 
Vith an inch-long piece of chalk he touched V. the rose tint 
around the crotch on one of the figures and brushed it lightly with a 
tissue.    The rod flared like an open flaae.   He turned away, not wanting 
to look at the erasure-smudged navels, and lit a smoke.     * newspaper 
on the hoaaaad. table in front of hia caught hi. eye.    There was a 
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photograph on the front page 01' a politician behind a podium with 
several aicrochonea, making a brushing away notion with one hand.   The 
article quoted the candidate as haviiv; oald that the bombing should be 
halted imcedlaUly. 
He finished his coffee and put the cup down.     Fron the aide of his 
mouth he "blew cigarette ashes  off the aleere of his gray sweater.    Ho 
put on his glasses and straightened then with an index finger and again 
took up the hook*    There wore a hundred or eo pages yet to he read, ho 
noticed, having memorised tho number of the last page.    The text related 
a lot of mythological figures from different cultures. 
He oaaod hack in the cushion of the divan and began reading: 
if tor this time the emperor was no longer thought of as 
a deity, rather he is aero like a divine earthling whose 
tvtzy movement is a performance of rites.    He sits at tho head 
of a pantheon of Justice, his people are the followers of his 
faith, he is all powerful.    Ho has the power over '.-hit men 
do, he tells them how It must be done.   He is both kin; sjel 
papacy,     tod very seldom did a religious patriarch challenge 
hi.i word* 
Ho crobsed hlu legs and noted on his index card that there was a change 
in the attitude toward the monarch.   But his mind was so clouded with 
mingling; names  and dates that he had to check back over the preceding 
pages   to see what empire and time the quotation referred to. 
3e made a face and shook his head.     A car's tires squealed, naking 
the dead end circle ef the street out front. 
■M telephone rang,    fie looked at it and thought he nicht not 
answei-.    It had been out of order the last few dayst  when answered, it 
Juat busied the dial tone.    It rang ag'-in.    On the third ring he got up 
and took the  revolver off the hook and put It slowly to his ear. 
Hollo? 
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Hello. It that you? Do you know who this Is? 
Too, he said. 
Ho reeegnlMd the Toict b/ the lnfloction of the question.    In the 
short -silence he aokod hlaself,  Vhat does $he, wont? 
How are you? the Bald, using the sane declination as before. 
Okay.    I eueBs. 
Do you want to talk to oe?  I moan. Is your wife going to hear what 
you say" 
Ho.     She's not hero.    fchc'B working tonight. 
He shifted hia feet. 
'rfell, what I called you about is thl3i d'you remomber the -;irl I 
used to km around with at the library. In high school? 
The fat  on« or the short one with the bumpa   all over her facet 
The short one, she answered. A couple of days ago ohe was In an 
accident. Sow she's in the hospital. Her husoand was nevly killed. 
She needs somebody to tak* care of the children. 
Huh? Is that what you called rae about? 
there was no voice but that of a television announcer at the other 
end. 
We have our hand* full with ours, he said. 
Do you have a child?  I didn't know thr.t.    How old 1« he...or Is It 
she? 
She's about six mouths, I guess. 
Uu, that's *hen they're at the best age.    Quiet, I mean, and you 
can play with them. 
He didn't answer.    In a mosiont he could hear the kids at her end. 
Thoy were «pFor.ntly running In and out of the room, one chasing the 
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other and making the Bound of  a siren.    The children went away and came 
Deck with a little clatter of feet. 
Are you sure...I'm surprised you knew me, knew my voice,  I nean. 
Yeah, un hull.     I don't have  any friends with that  accent.    Not since 
I was  in the army,  anyway. 
You were always  talking about x& accentJ she Bald, laughing. 
In his mind he could see the  anile  on her face  and knew he did not 
want her too harpy 'Uid talkative. 
fchat do you do now? 
Do? 
I mean, where do you work? she asked. 
I go to school. 
You're in college?  <-r.n%  it) it, chemistry? 
Wo.     I'm an art student.    You knew, painting. 
"h,  she said.     I  remember you liked chemistry before,  that's  all. 
He switched the  telephone  to his  left ear.    He  twirled  the umbrella, 
left  Oien to dry on  the fleor. 
Veil.., tell me  about school, she ■aid* 
..©thing to tell.    I  Just go to school. 
It must be hard on you.     H your wife.    If she has to work and 
everything,  I  ait an. 
Oh,  I get  the OI Mil.    It'a  not bad. 
Do you?  Oh.    *Jh.., wait  a minute. 
lie heard a little boy's voice in the background.    The child kept 
saying, Cfe, mama,  I  don't vanna go  '* *ed.    She fussed at her child, 
told him to lie still,  and the little boy repeated, *i  Sol 
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He let  the  receiver hang down against the wall and went to the 
couch for his smokes.    He walked b«k with one Between his  lips, patting 
hio pockets for a natch.    He picked the phone up by the coiled cord 
and she was still not there.     Then he went to the corner cupboard and 
got a book of paper matches.    He lit hio cigarette and blew eraoke out 
and up from the edge of his  mouth, and took up the receiver again. 
Hello? Hello? 
I'm back, he said, I went for a cigarette. 
I  thought you had gone.     I had to put the kidn  to bed. 
He  took a long drag off his cigarette and looked for a place to 
put his  ashes.    Finally, he  tapped them into the open umbrella and they 
spread into the dampness. 
Vtell, what do you paint? 
Huh? 
I  said, what pictures do you paint? 
Different things, you know. 
I'd like  to see them, sometime. 
There's  a show at the library at the college.     Of mine and some 
others, he said. 
He pushed his glasses up  against the bridge of hii nose. 
Veil,  she said and sighed, I gue93 there's not such to talk about. 
So.     I  don't like to talk on the phone, anyway. 
Yes,  I remember that, now, she said hesitantly.     I want  to  ask you 
something. 
Okay.     'hoot. 
Can I come and visit you,  some time? 
2? 
Yeah.    If you want. 
Ke turned and edged up  against the door, bracing himself with hio 
hand on the knob.    J> took a puff off his cl-<»rette. 
Jell,  I'll  see you, then, s,he said.    I mean, good bye. 
Icay.    So long. 
Ke took the receiver from his ear, lookrd it it quentior.ingl;' for 
a second, then hung it up. 
Ke vent  to  the couch and oat.    He took one last drag off his 
cigarette and rubbed it around in the ash tray till it came apart in 
little black and light  Drown flakes, some smoldering.    He rushed up hin 
sweater uleevea  and rubbed the innides  of his forearms. 
HI a mouth was quite dry.    Ki felt as though he were  out of breath. 
' c haven't  talked in, let's aee.., five years.    I haven't seen 
her sine*  I got hack from overseas.    °r maybe I have.    I  could have 
seen her,  and she wouldn't say anything.    I probably wouldn't have 
known it, he whispered. 
.e  laughed through his nose.    His wife had a?most decided to get an 
unlisted nuraher,  to atop  the calls from salesmen.    3ut then the phone had 
gone haywire.    r.aH. it? 
It :-ut his glasses hack in place and spat lightly several ti.^u. 
then picked a grain of tobacco off his upper lip. filing it between 
his thumb ant first finger, he pursed his lips and tilted his head to 
one side. U looked at the- dravdng vacantly, and tried to draw a deep 
sensual navel, this time in the corner of the page, ^st he rnde an 
omega shape, then rubbed its ends with a wetted finger till they faded. 
Brill  Huh?  he grunted. 
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Then hr  drew a bowed line, which would express a velt of fat on 
lh« lower belly, and gently rosed the how, barely touching the rarer. 
He opened bla  eyes wide  nd lowered hli glasses to the fUfM  at  the 
enc  of his  nose. 
He looked at It In the corner of the page, then moved his eyes  ever 
so slowly to the place where the n<*vel would he on t e foreground figure. 
That's it, he said, that's  the way I want iti 
:-:e had a tight feeling Inside.    It was good, to hia. 
He twisted up his lips and scratched himself around the adam's  aj.ple. 
l-'ron the room at the other end of the hou»e he heard the rattle of the 
siderails of the baby's bed, and hope'  ski  vould not waken. 
(Joins to t-V  kitchen again, he fixed MM nore cofee and milk.    Ke 
sippet, aoitc   off, swallowed taA stood chewing his «TPer lip, tasting the 
drink cringing to his moustache,    ?»e nodded.    T'e felt as  though he had 
won sonethlng,  thinking about the drawing.    Then he gulped down raor.t  of 
the cur  an<<  cast hln eyes quickly, blankly, back ttd forth across the 
dark kitchen at  ti-e dining table and folding chairs, the yellow curtains 
with red bric-a-brac and  the round shouldered refrigerator. 
..e finished his coffee one' rut tfet aug in the ivlnk, running norae 
water in it  so It would be easy to wa3h.    "e went to check on hi.   child. 
Her blanket had slipped down and he moved it slowly back into 
rlace and suoothed out the wrinkles.    The room wa:» drafty and the thin 
drapes moved slightly with gusts  of vind.    >'ans of grime  along the frame 
showed leaks,    he bent and stroked the baby's soft fragile hair.     Tt 
felt  thin and airy.    He gave the child a light Hss on her cheek and 
hesitated over her, watching.    It was quiet  in the room, the baby 
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breathed silently, only her little chest moved. 
"iow he felt he could study all night, if need be.    He lifted the 
book to hia knee  ami bent  it open till the binding crackled.    Taking 
the  end cap off  a blue ball point ten and placing hia  note card on hia 
knee, he began once more to read. 
V.hat he was  reading began to matter.    He thought harder and  it was 
clearer.    He read quickly, crossing and recrossing hia legs and only 
occasionally looking up at the sound of an automobile rounding the 
keyhole shaded curve  outside.     If his  attention drifted from the  textbook, 
he might  see the unframed canvas  on tiie wall above the day bed, or the 
television and wonder what was  on.    He wrote very little  on the note 
carci now. 
-Ie heard another car round the circle. This one seemed to over- 
shoot the turn, for he heard gravel from his driveway clatter gainst 
the Inside  of a fender. 
He looked up at the curtain and shrugged. It was funny to think 
that people would still try to shortcut through a subdivision street, 
as long as  subdivisions have been around. 
In a moment there was a clunking on the window of the front  door. 
He looked up, but did not go to  the door.    If there was  someone there, 
he would have used the bell.     It was probably those kida  again.    Re 
thought  of   the many times  the neighborhood kida had knocked on the 
door or thrown stones up on the roof,  then run to the street and held 
grass  to tneir cheeks  in imitation of his beard. 
Then it was  quiet  again for a while. 
The second time the knocking came, he got up  and strode on tiptoes 
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to the door and Jerked It  open and saw her there.    They were separated 
still by the  aluminum storm door.    He  thought  a moment, looking at her. 
He looked at her,  seeing in the glass the reflection of furniture in 
the room, and her» quite motionless, bundled in a cranberry colored 
synthetic fur coat.    She breathed in and out slowly,  anxiously watching 
him, making a fog with her hreaths.    He held the door open an<" she came 
in, her eyes turned intently toward the floor. 
He closed the door.     Seeing her more closely, he saw what he remem- 
bered, her high cheekbones, the sallow complexion and  the circles of 
shadow in hollows under her eyes.    Her hair was longer than before, and 
dull from bleaching.     It waved forward and down, covering her ears 
completely. 
He stepped back and she Baid, Hello. 
He nodded and motioned with his hand toward the  day bed.    She sat 
down against  the wall, under the frameless canvas. 
I didn't  think you'd cone, not right away. 
that's  why I called, she said still with her eyes cast down. 
He took the old leatherette chair, a match for the couch, leaned 
back and propped his feet on the ottoman.    Then he got ur  and took a 
cigarette from the pack on the table  and lit it. 
Smoke? he  asked. 
No.    I'm trying to quit. 
He tat down, noticing her downcast eyes, he looked at his hands 
in his lap. Mien she spoke, he raised his head only slightly, seeing 
her with Just his right eye. 
I didn't expect you to have  a beard. 
Yeah, he aaid.    For about aix months now* 
She took her hands froa her peoketa and robbed them together.    The 
cold air had paled them and they were pink only around the knuckles.    He 
realised that she had atood outside for aome time before knocking. 
She mapped open the claap of her calfakin puree and took out a 
•JOPII flower printed handkerchief and blew her noae lightly. 
I'm /jetting a cold, ahe aaid and smiled a little.    I was out in the 
rain* 
He could see her eyes going all about the room, but there was no 
■ ign of the iapresaion the run down furniture and clutter of drawing 
materials  and books made en her.    Just the nervous quick movement of 
her eyes*    Then she alid to the edge of the day bed and looked at tho 
pad on the floor, upside down to her.    She turned her head a little* 
la that some of your work'? 
Un huh. he said and wetted hie lips* 
'■hat do you call it? 
It's not anything now, he aaid with a alight laugh.    It's Just 
part of a bigger thing I'm working on. 
Huh? 
f 
I haven't got this Fart right yet, ao I haven't put it in the 
canvas* 
<"h,  I get it*    Can I see the canvas? 
I don't show them to anybody till I'm finished.    It's in the other 
room* 
She nodded and looked emptily at her kneecap, Just out of her coat. 
He thought. Her legs are still slim and pretty, at least. 
1 
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Ha blew some ashes off the roll of sweater en his chest*    He stroked 
his heard.    He crushed the cigarette lnte an ash tray on an end table 
by the window*   Easing back Into the chair, he sniffed In and out a 
couple of tines* 
That one, there. Is one of mine, he said and pointed to the canraa 
above her head* 
She mered forward to the end of the otudlo couch and turned to look 
at It*    The painting wae done with its foremost features in thick paint, 
a hard edge relief.    Before you was a wall and door frame, very light 
gray, and through the doorway an eaael and scraps  of paper on the floor 
were seen bordered in sharp rede and yellow*, acid colors, and another 
door beyond, leading to what appeared to be a kitchen, with a sink and 
white ceblneta on oppcoite sides of ■ small window,    'fctslde the window 
were loden green learea on a Tine. 
She oat up and shrugged. 
It's nice. 
A grin flitted across his tact.   He might hare explained tb*t the 
painting wae a study In depth, and if you looked straight at It, then 
•topped to one side, you would feel you were in the room. 
Would you like to take off your coat* 
Ho, thank you* 
He blinked hurriedly, waiting. 
Did you really...»• 7<n want me to leare? 
Ho.    Hot particularly.    It's Juot hard to talk to you. 
Y„, .he said. I sues. It la. after so long.    *h*t doeo your wife 
doT 
She works  in a plant*     A dispensary nurse, he answered. 
He leeked her In the eyes and the turned her head away.    She cleared 
her threat* 
Veil, what are we going to talk about? 
I don't knew, he answered* 
Her face wae turned down and drawn.    She wrung her hands* 
I hoped it wouldn't be like this, that's all*    There's so inch 
sadness between us, I scan* 
Tosh, I know. 
She nodded and picked a piece of fluff from her sleeve and dropped 
it into the glass ash tray on the fleer by her foot. 
Could*••could we Just go sooewhereT she asked* 
tfcere? 
I don't know, I Just want to get away. 
She looked up and her eyes were wet*    He could see the beginnings 
of tears spread on her lashes* 
If you want*    I'll hare to take the baby* 
Vouid you do it' 
Yeah, I guess* 
He got tap and went to the beoroom, took off his house slippers and 
Fulled on a pair of run down loafers.    Oxe Jacket he put on was red 
nylon with a cotton pile lining.    2hen he steppwu before the mirror of 
his wife's dresser and coabed his hair a bit. 
Ho went out and down the hall to the baby'a roos; and slowly lifted 
the child frost bod, gathering the two blankets   around her.    M pulled 
the blankets up to cover tne little girt'e head.     b. he went back he 
checked his packets  for keys  and found then. 
She had gone*    He switched off all the lamps but  the one above the 
divan where he'd been reading,  then went out  the side door and down 
alongside  the house, walking on the edge of  the driveway. 
Ke got into the car, letting the heavy door close Itself.    The 
window was  open an inch or so and he closed it with a switch on the 
armrest.    She began to back the nedan out, letting it move in gear at 
idle  speed.     4 little cry came from beneath the bl^jikets when the car 
shifted forward. 
It's  all right, hon, he said and patted the child gently. 
He held the  little girl's forehead to his neck and her breathing 
eased. 
Lights were on in all his neighbors• houses except one, and the 
television colored that front window green.    They were watching tv in 
the  dark. 
They went  out by the curb market  and down a road between deep 
ditches.    They crossed a bridge and,  at the signal from the light, turned 
onto  a dark suburban road.    The big sedan rose  and fell easily  on the 
wallows  in the  road.    He pointed with his hand to give directions. 
Uiere are we going? 
I don't  know.    Let'B Just drive  out toward the country. 
V.here?  she repeated. 
Let's go out toward where ray parents  live,  out  in the country. 
Ch, okay, if you know a place. 
tfter a minute she said, I don't know how to get there.    ?rom here, 
I mean. 
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I'll show you.     Keep  on this road till It ends. 
He  latched the door and leaned against the armrest. 
Do you want me to take the baby Bomewhere? 
We don't hare  time,    .ty husband will he off at eleven. 
He  looked away from her,  to the front, and saw two men walking on 
opposite sides  of  the road ahead.    They were carrying burlap sacks. 
The men paid no attention to the traffic  going by.    They looked Into 
the ditches  along the sides. 
hat1re they doing? 
Looking for empty bottles.    I see them all the time  along here. 
The car Jarred over a railroad track with a gate, then pissed a 
wood yard.      tt a light he pointed to a saloon,  an old double deck 
daree hall building, battered and dirty. Bitting on a muddy oiled gravel 
lot. 
That's where  they get the beer, and throw the bottlen  out on the 
way.    Those guys with the gunney sacks  are  always walking along here. 
She smiled  and  nodded. 
Your husband work at night? he said. 
No.     They're on strike.    He's walking the picket line.    He's  a shop 
foreman,  she said with a sharp nod and an expression of avarice. 
Yeah? 
on huh, they got a strong union. 
'.here do you all live? he asked. 
In the east end. 
He pointed left and she turned. 
They passed a ramshackle vegetable Btand and he said, Turn left. 
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Are ve near that old erocery store? 
Yeah, It's right up here. 
Veil, I can find ray way now.    I came  out here some tines just, before 
you got  out of  the service, she said. 
I know, mother told me.    3he said she Baw your marriage license in 
the paper.    It was two weeks to the day after I got  out. 
IB that right? 
She  rounded a curve by an  old grocery with two gar. ;.umps,  the kind 
with gauge faces like clocks,  and a hand operated kerosene rump in 
front  of  the porch entry.    There were signs for hone made sorghum in 
the window.    Then she drove more quickly along a narrov straightaway 
through marshy country.     It dropped away from the road, a waste of 
vinter dead reeds and high white grass.    This part had been cleared but 
never planted,  and was bordered by a stream and groves of gaunt locust 
that  thickened to a swamp. 
He looked at her features in profile, clear, concentrating on her 
driving. She was trying to hurry. There was not much time. t could 
tell  she was used to driving the big sedan, her movements seemed so 
effortleos. 
The car began to strain as  it went up  the first of the hills  that 
form a wide bow around the southern borders of the city,     -t shifted 
automatically into a lower paar and she negotiated several quick turns 
and beg^i the  lonr ascent  that rut the hills between them and the city. 
They had not seen another  automobile for  a long time and only occasionally 
did the;' pass  a house. 
Are we going to the  late? 
3? 
Mo,  It's too cold.    Besides, we'd never make it in the dark. 
Yes,  I  know.     I just wondered,  ahe said.    Do you remember the last 
ti:e we saw each other, we went there? 
Yeah, he said and looked down. 
He wa3  thinking:  that time she had refused him as she always had. 
Ke had wanted it  to be another way, just honest, then together in the 
sweet warn sunshine.    He had wanted to make love to her on the old 
■burgundy sateen comforter on the thick aoft grass by the  lake.    r">he had 
said she was changing religions.    Taking instructions, she called it. 
And  do you remember  those Insects you showed me in the water? 
Insects? 
They were in the water, in sac's like Jelly,  like frog egcs  or 
Bomcthirv-.    The fish ate at them.    They hatched in the  aun, -md when 
they hatched,  the ducks, you remember, the big white ducks you had, got 
some of  them,  and once they were in the air and could fly, the birds 
dodged around them and tried to eat  then. 
May flies, he said and nodded. 
i:ow they were  in thick woodd, the county forest.    ?rees  stood 
crowded tightly together and from time to tine one could be seen fallen 
partway down against another, rent by storm.    Narrow dirt rathe, hardly 
big enough for cars, sloped off from the main road. 
'j?urn, up here, he said. 
She  slowed the car to a ato? before  an opening in the forest. 
There? 
Yeah.     It's  a hunting lane.    Y0U can pull  in Jwt under ftrf beech 
tree,  there,  and no one will bother us. 
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BlM did an he had said.    The car grunted as it cut  over a rotted 
fallen linb and rolled It  a little way caught  on the rear axle.    The 
beech, leaning against  some  other trees, mde a thin grating noise 
above their heads* 
It won't fall on us, will it? 
I don't think so, he Bald* 
Now from the darkness  pad quiet  around then, he  ami she felt  alone 
topetner.     Outside the car was a mottle of shadow.    The headlight glare 
was still  in th*ir eyes.    They said nothing for a long tiiae.    ?oth tried 
to appear at ease in the breathless  quiet, with only the high twisting 
noise coning with the wind in the  trees. 
He removed the pack of cigarettes from his*  J«»cket pocket, then 
decided not  to Biaoke.     tfter a while 3hs  looker5  down at the child as leer- 
under the wool blankets on the Beat between them.    She stirred, but did 
not waken.    Hi  raised the baby girl, kneeled on the seat and r laced her 
as gently as he could on the back cushion,  then watched an the little 
girl rolled to one side faced away from then and rested. 
.She  looks   a lot like you. 
Yeah.    But  she looks nore like my wife—red hair, he said. 
I couldn't  tell the color, she said. 
He noved back and closer to her still  at  the wheel.    He saw her 
eyes cast down, nearly closed in the din light. 
Their faces  were close enough now that he could smell her austy 
breath.    He felt that he wanted to taste her lipstick dry Hi s  and wet 
then.    *  touched her shoulder under her coat.    He knew sonewhere inside 
she wanted hin.    He kissed her gently and then noved back.    She  resisted 
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a little.    He surged forward again to her mouth and began licking. 
Learin,.; his lips parted, he glided lightly down her cheek to a spot of 
Jasmine Just 'below her ear.    He  touched the spot of perfume with the  tip 
of hie   tongue-  and she gave a soft grunt.    She sighed with a long hush 
of breath. 
"h, please, she said and for once he was sure he did not  know what 
she meant* 
He could picture her making hln promise not to hurt her. something 
stupid. but when she raised her face, he could see her eyes closed 
tight. 
He licked her neck again anrl again and be;jan caressing her breaTts 
vlth one nand, then both breastB with both hands.    I« ran his fingertips 
back down along the  last ribs,  almost  tickling. 
Huttons  in the back, in the back,  she whispered. 
one sat part way up  and  took off her coat and folded it into a 
pillow.    He  reached behind her and seriated the long row of buttons 
and the fastening of her brassiere.    BlM lifted at the touch of his 
fingers and he  kissed her again, this  time slowly mashing her lips. 
He moved back, kneeling on the huor  of  the floorboard and pulled 
her leg around till she was laying full out  on the wide seat.     >he 
arched her  knees.     Ita sniled quietly, her eyes closed languidly.    He 
kneaded the  nipples of her bubs  alternating!;- Ml her chin twitched 
with each little squeeze.    Her breath in his  ear came more sM more 
shall01. 
V.'ith  a long outrush of breath, she said.  Move ■», pi—-,  move ne. 
U felt her hand reaching under his sweater, groping with the 
■ 
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buckle  of his  belt.    He felt cooler air on his legs when she pulled the 
gippar  apart.    She held him firstly. 
iheir faces  were wet  with sweat  and saliva. 
Taking her hand from across his shoulders, she clumsily removed 
her panties  and forced th»m a little way under her buttocks. 
how, she said as  though to  signal a start. 
he laid nis palm flat on her abdomen and 3lowly, forcefully moved 
nib fingers  lower anu stroked her, hesitating in movement, going hack 
and forth across where the  tightly bunched fine hair grew then between 
her thighs.    -She was warm and silky wet there.    Ke pulled the hair a 
bit.     In a moment he spread his fingers on his lips and trace,! the bottom 
of his  moustache, leaving a musty ^aate  there to be savored. 
She  raised her eyebrows  in question, she wondered what he was doing. 
.-.e mounted her,  the dryness of skin scraping, brilliantly hurting, 
hflffd and rough.    .-> lunged  in from the start, and there was silken varmth 
in layers folding around.     It hurt her and she Jerked up.    St held her 
head V a few strands of hair to make  the Fain more intense. 
^he hardly  responded.     With each thrust he levelled all his wel^rt 
against  atr.     Iheir pelvis bones  slammed together.    She ant not lave 
liked the . ain and the heat so intense.    He felt inside as though there 
were no more  than the  two of them, flailing in the sweet warmth,  out 
she lay quite still. 
Bt  bear-hugged her and she said, ?ite me] 
It'll show. 
i>o itl  she said desperately. 
ilow she was gettin-   into it.    U teased with a few light nipt M 
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her co)l?.rbone,  then began a Bucking and clamping.    She renlly got  into 
It.    The tain w»e  like  a stimulant.    In a part of  ■ minute she was 
writhing, inorlng from 3ide to aide to heighten the friction,  or kicking 
with  b«V heelr  the backe  of his  legs, hurting. 
•:1B calves felt  numb with pain,     ihe moved BO far.t. 
The warmth finally seemed to flow fro:n her and he basked In it. 
SI e  aent her nails  Into hia buck, grabbing and pulling at  the 
slack nuaclea along his sides.    He ground h»r ear lobe with hl» back 
teeth.    QM began to scratch his lank like  a dog digging a hole.    The 
scratching sent  an idea fleeting through his brain,    '-e forced her 
hand between them and said, Twist  itl   Ihi extruded him in her. 
Mth her sharply pointed witch's fingernails she flicked quick 
«gony to  the  ridge of «kin coming up from hln sTotum. 
\;ain, he said  and  she did It. 
<c-alnJ 
In a hurried final thrust hi   flung himself  inside r*r and r=is*d, 
feelin-   Mny -:inprickB  on hia  forehead,  looking directly into her ntartled 
lustrous  e/es.    He exhaled full into her face three or four times, 
ho:ding r.er by the shoulders, clasping meanly and grinding his  teeth *& 
though he wanted to break her bark. 
He was  through before nhe h*d made it.    » wanted her to uak* it, 
« part  of him did.    3he still buckler a ainat him, but she cou'c not 
ir»ke   it. 
Ke was still hurting her.     * l«t she stopped and he fell  at rest 
against her, exhausted. 
.;.e shuddered. 
te 
";.«n he raised again he MM dampness glistening on her f*e and 
bent  to Has some of it  away.     >he still puffed as  though 3he'd been 
running hard,    ohe  turned and buried her fare in  the seat back, say*"- 
■•Mthin  ,  the  cushion muffling her words. 
:;uh? 
four beard is  rough,  she said. 
He pushed himself u;r  p. bit and •"losed hiK  eyes and rubbed then 
roughly  with a circular notion.    In a noment he got hi.i breathin- ri^Jit 
Ml   the  air taBted cool and clear a_ain. 
..e aat fully uj-  in the seat, his head hanging bark lollin;- on fcne 
headret-t.    .e sniffed.    >'eebly he closed his fly  =n(   s.-noothed hla clothing. 
t   looked at her, her legs folded against  the seat, an ex-res..ion of 
hurt on her face, 3he oozed vetnesr.  onto  the material of  Ihi seat.    ."'• 
forced  hiaself   to look away,  out  the window, when she began sopping 
Ltr3Clf  with the wadded lace J antiea. 
4 car went by on the  road behind then and he watched it.;  lights 
fade.     He let his eyes come back a little  at a tine, looking oat  at the 
dark vooc,3,  the path going b»rk to the rarejuent,  the meagre light of 
th    noon reflecting off the  trunk of  the sedan, and then at his rhild 
ulti   • 
The broken tree rustled above their heads.    The wind blew easily, 
barely  sounding  in the branches  of the other trees. 
.-e  turn* d back to her when she  made an uncomfortable grunt, stuffing 
the drawers back unuer her, 
Om  sat up  and switched on a courtesy larr.     Jhe l»«k«d  at tve  'lock 
on the.  dash and e>claimed.  It's  ten o'clocki 
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You can be  a ^ltt^e late. 
But,  I'll have  to stop  somewhere.     At a filling station, I aean. 
She started the car, pulled the 3hlft lever down one notch on the 
quadrant  and backed the sedan out onto the  asphalt.    The car would more 
on its  own and she would hit  the  brake.     It was quite a way to hack up. 
She  straightened  and drew her roit around her shoulders.    She started 
the car forward. 
4galn he watched her, hurrying, cutting from one side  of the narrow 
ccuntry  road to the  other, this  time slipping off occasionally and throw- 
ing dirt  and snail stones from the tires.    She found her way b*ck, not 
stopping at ereis streets, hardly slowing down.    Her driving did not 
lore ltc  tension until they had passed beyond the last low hill into 
the  suburbs* 
He took hiB child from the back seat, holding her close and gently 
patting her back.    She might waken.    '*hen the baby was settled he put 
a cigarette in one comer of his mouth and lit it with the  lighter from 
the  dashboard.    He licked his dry lips and spat bits of tobacco from 
them, 
G-o this way, he said and she turned. 
He motioned toward a service station and she turned off onto the 
let, making bells  ring inside as  they passed the gas pumps.     She brought 
the sedan around to the side. 
A sign on the door of the ladies' room read. Door Locked   See 
attendant For 7ey.    She looked at him expectantly, 
I'll *et it, he said. 
He rut the baby down carefully and got out.    He went up the side- 
tf» 
walk and lr through the door.     4 guy In a light blue uniform and c«f> 
was aFrinkling sweeping compound fron a tin can and rolling It and 
the dirt from the floor with a long handled push broom.    The attendant 
bent and picked up  a tire iron and a rubber end mallet  and placed them 
on a rack on the wall.    Ke looked up from the oil black floor. 
nelp you? 
Can I hare the key, the rest room key? 
'ihe  rest rooms  ain't locked. 
Okay, he said. 
I don't lock  'era after dark, the man said.    But you better hurry 
up. It'8 time for me to close. 
He went back. 
You can go on,  it's  not  locked. 
he sat down and watched her go to the door, carrying her coat 
across her arm*    Ke noticed a spot of dampness  on the back of her skirt 
and wondered ii' she would see it.    In a moment his breath fog clouded 
the  side windows. 
In the quavering light of the arc  laJips he looked at hie  nicotined 
fingers.    he felt fully drained out.    He tried to keep from sinking into 
thought, but felt  anxious watching the rest room door.    She was always 
watching the last  t.'ilng we did, he Bald to himself, she can't see what's 
happening now.    iihe child by his leg squirmed and he took her up again. 
In a moment she came  out.    She had straightened herself,  and looked 
much the same as when he had seen her at his home.    Now she wore her 
coat.    ::er hair was  smoothed in place and she had bathed her face. 
She  took mincing little steps to the car.    Once inside, she reached 
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between her legs,  then studied her hand and nodded. 
3he backed the car out. 
He caught  a look from her.    He was to himself in thought, "biting 
his  lover lip.    He turned and their eyes met. 
I  take the pills, she said.    I mean, you don't have to worry. 
Ee cleared his throat. 
The black sedan wafted over washboard rolls  in the street.     Its 
tires pronounced soft hush-hushes of water splashing.     Igain they 
crossed the  railroad tracks.    He looked up  to see the familiar "bright 
lights  of  the cement plant,    farther on they saw two mastiffs standing 
guard on a fenced-in plot where fiberglass boats and marine engines 
were so]d.    He rubbed a latch clean in the steamed window to get  a 
better look. 
She switched on the defroster Just as  they entered the subdivision. 
They drove on silently.    The  tires squeellng was  the  only sound.    She 
cut  the circle in front of where he lived and stopped, not going into 
the driveway. 
He sat and looked at her a minute  or so.    Her eyes blinked with 
an easy  regularity, peeri.g straight  ahead where the headlights  3hone. 
Then she rocked irritably on her haunches.    He got out, lifting and 
holding hie  child in his arms  .and pushed the door closed with his leg. 
The car moved away trailing oil smoke.    He wondered if ahe would 
show roiae sign, but  could not see her face from behind. 
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4 FOOT. VITH   4 GUN 
Here comes a fool with a gun, 
Vatch out for hla. —the call 
of the blue Jay. 
K*'TU33. LCKG. BISCUIT. 
George was lazing in a wallow in the oiled cinder lot before the 
flllin, atation.    Hla  eyes were closed and all  of him that moved was 
hla  ears, flicking at gnats  or -erking up at the sound of squirrels 
chattering in their leaf neata hign abovt  the atation and at cars 
passing. 
George's hole wa*;  over by the soft drink advertising sign.    Ivery- 
body was gone Sunday MW<Hi 
His felt-Ilk'-- skin was  rust red and from one wattle hung a sack; 
he had goiter trouble,    lie shook hla  head,  and the  sack sho^k, to get 
some bugs  away.    Bl  looked up for a moment at the  asphalt road that 
ran up and  turned behind, some woods  to the right to the mountain..  You 
couldn't see the mountain from here.    He yawned and lay his h*ad b*ck 
down, cradling It between his  legs, his  long u-shaped chin on his raws. 
It was  about  tiM for the man who took care of the gas  and sold things 
f r. m the  little store inside  to rome b*k, 
A car was coming down the road, from the right, backfiring a little. 
LCKG. BI80UIT. 
I tired gnen and yellow Chevrolet sedan pushing for all it was 
vorth hurried along the narrow pavement. The driver cut it into the 
lot and stopped on the side opposite Hu  dog.    U Jumped out and ran 
V? 
to the door, grabbing • roujh hewn pest and swinging up  on the porch. 
In one more movement he had unlocked the door and pulled the screen 
door to, so that It would cool off inside. 
Behind the  short counter and cush register he found his khaki 
uniform folded neatly with the cap on top.    Me changed out  of hin  Sunday 
clothes  into the uniform quickly and hung up his coat and trousers  and 
white shirt, putting the  tie  around the hook of the hanger.    He ran 
hin hanr  over hit-  nappy hair  and put on the cap. 
The clock over the cooler read twelve o'clock and he  thought. Soon, 
now;  the benediction i-= probably about finished,    "verybody will be 
shakinr hands.    That was  the  way he worked it.    He sat  at  the back with 
fefcl   rest of  then and got  the ushers at  the doors to open them just  at 
the last of  the service anc he got out   and went to the station in tine 
for tit- regular Sabbath customers. 
Me checked the ledger hanging by a string near the cash refister, 
noticing that the  little filled c»Jes by the door were low.    He checked 
the items  needed on an order pad, and, with some pride, wrote in, 
George's -'lace,  where Uu blank said Mtabllahnent  =>t the top of the bill. 
J!e opened the lid  of  the cooler to see  if there was  enough Coca- 
cola and stuck his hand in the water.     It was cool enough.     >ople liked 
to drink a lot  of dopes  on a hot day like this. 
Then he went  outside, earryln- a rack of cans of oil.    He aet the 
rafk down by the gas rump.,  and stood for « moment looking at the 
veather-beaten uflrainted gray clapboard building with its  reddish 
tana, er roof and low sagging stoop.    In his mind he saw a wide metal 
sign with George's   -lace painted on It.    Nice to have it, he thought. 
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How he could not afford It. 
George walked back to  the porch and stood waiting,  leaning against 
one of  the knobby posts.    He recognized tne car approaching. 
KfllTOHO. icm» BISCUIT. 
The driver of  a new ?ord hardtop saw the attendant  and waved and 
pulled into the lot in front of the puar-3,  throwing binders.    The  red 
tone hound shied at  the cinders splashing near him and trotted over to 
the shade of Iiis  littlt house, hie wattles  swinging from hla nerk like 
an amulet on a chain, not &oing in because of  the cloud of fleas hopping 
up  and down in the  air just inside  the  house. 
The attendant cane quickly around  to the  driver's window and put 
his hy:('  on the door button. 
Yes, air, Mr.  George, fill it V?'! 
The aan turned and gave him a slov smile, his  -lowest anile,  that 
..=(;e you look away and see something elne of him, his  ."ot belly, his 
gray tinged black hair. 
Just  two dollars' worth.     tad check the water and oil.    It's about 
to boil. 
The attendant put the nozzle in an: latched its  trig-.-er at  the 
■teoad notch.    Then he vent  around front and  opened the hood.     7eorge 
tiki  his  vife argute, in the car.    Ut coughed sevt ral tines  and cleared 
his  throat  and spat  a glob of phlegm onto the cinders.    Vhen the atten- 
dant  came back they  were still arguing. 
-And I want you to so to the doctor about  that coughJ she said. 
Geor-e  looked hard at her and pursed his  lips and looked  »way. 
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He saw DM negro with  the  dipstick in hla hands. 
It's  tvo quarts  lov.    Want ne to put It in* 
Yog, do,  I  want you to, Seorge said. 
I'.e 3hook the dipstick vu.  tilted his cap  back.    "-.« went  arounc  and 
got  two cans  of oil from the  rack anil  took the .n03zle out of  the gas 
filler. 
It  least get  a cold drink to cut that cough for nowi   the woman said 
to her husband. 
Seorge got out of  the car and went inside  the store.     the cooler 
was  the chest kind; you put a dime  or tvo nickels  in a slot  *t the top, 
pulled the bottle over and out  through a spring door,  and opened it on 
the outeie'e  of  the box.     Seorge stood on the porch and pulled on the 
bottle-  of Coke, watching tne negro service his car. 
!ow much is  it? 
Three-twenty.    Three-tventy-two,  if you take  the bottle. 
I'll just drink it, Creorge said  and took the lonr: last pull   off 
«nd handed the enjty to the  attendant with a five dollar bill. 
In a minute he was  back witi; the change.    Seorge got in hit*. r»r 
and rollt.   u.   the window so the air conditioner would work.      > nodded 
and  drove-  away. 
DM  attendant  went  to the ] orch and sat down.    Bt  wiped  the motor 
oil off his  hands  onto  the sweaty spot on a roll of fat formed above 
his belt.    The  work on the engine had made him hot.     And he wan  a bit 
disappointed because quite a few of  the people he considered regular 
customers had driven past without so much as  a wave. 
tch fron his  nose.    He leaned forward 
,-ie sighed and squeezed an 1 
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on hia hands, hie elbows  on his knees.    He got up slowly when he saw a 
taxicab coining  toward the station. 
X.4WUHG. LQHG. BISCUIT. 
They came up the slight drag, trailing a wisp of Georgia red clay 
dust behind the taxi. They were coming up fast, with the light on tor 
blinking  to indicate  a fare. 
The station attendant cane around, cautiously.    - ight away he 
thought  something was wrong.    Nobody ever took a cab out  this far from 
town.    Neither the man driving or the other one was dressed like a cab 
driver.    Both of  them wore denim pants  and Jackets with light blue 
poplin shirts.      And  they had burr haircuts, so you could see the pink of 
their scalps.    The man on the passenger's side was smaller, and dumpily 
built,  and had a tatoo, a little blue dot under his  left eye.    The two 
had the  same pallid complexions. 
Still he said, i'ill »r up? 
The man at  the wheel glanced up  at him and laughed. 
Vihat can I  do for you? 
You hear that?  the man with the tatoc said, Mi at can he do for us'/ 
The man opposite  hadn't heard,    he was too busy looking at the 
store and behind and  in front, up  and down the  road. 
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The boy says, what can he do for us, George. 
Oh, said George. 
He got out  of the cab and, standing up with hia arms  above the 
roof, he pointed a gun at  the negro.    The pistol was  recently blued and 
clean;   It  looked like a police service revolver.     V&en the man with it 
grinned, you noticed his  teeth, rotted to points  like dog's teeth and 
saw the  thin lines  running together into a vee just under hir,  eyes. 
Here's what you can do for us, George said.    You can go inside 
with ne and give me all  the money in the cashbox.    Set with it. 
Don't throw lead around, now,  the driver said. 
He turned part way around in his seat, staring in the direction 
from which they'd coae.     George  and the negro went in the store, latching 
the storm door with the brass  slide  ear latch. 
Inside,  George held his pistol on the  attendant and waited, smiling, 
looking for a moment at his reflection in the glass  at  the top of the 
regioter*    The sweating attendant rang up  a Ho Sale, but held back from 
handing out  the money.     George  reached around and julled the bills from 
the first  two compartments. 
Feej   the change, he  said with a lisp. 
Thtn he motioned the negro toward the door and folded the money 
and put it  into the belly of his shirt.    He had no pockets.    Hi took 
down two cartons  of -'all Hall cigarettes  and a box of kitchen matches. 
Go on, he said and waved the gun. 
Iliey came back out,  sticking close together.     * young boy watched 
then from alongside the outhouse, waiting for someone to come out.    The 
convicts watched hin carefully. 
Hurry up, George I 
George snickered and picked at his nose with one finger. 




fchat for' Wio»d want h^m. 'back? 
Okay,  'Oeorge said, but listen, boy, don't you tell no-body, you 
hear? Cause we'll be back If you do. 
Yes,  air. 
Seorge got  In and they took off. Going toward the Baptist church, 
up  the camelback mountain road, showering  the ne^ro attendant with 
cinders,    '"he hound got up from his shade and ran n little way after 
the stolen tar.i, barking.    HIB master put his hands over his eyes  and 
rubbed. 
KAfORh LOHO. BISCUIT. 
'her   the cab had disappeared behind the woods, the attendant ran 
bask to the  outhouse, looking back over his shoulder.    Ba banged the 
railroad board door with his fiat. 
I'm going as fast as  I can, the voice inside said. 
You gotta go get  the po-licei  Please 1 
Hunh? 
The ] apcr diopenner on the wall rattled and there was  a light 
tearing noise.    The nan unlatched the hook Inside  and opened the door, 
buckling his belt.    He .ulled the fly of his pants cloned and stepped out. 
They just robbed me, the negro said and rointed w the rood. 
The  other looked in the direction of the mountain.    He flashed his 
blue eyes  and looked away, showing the attendant  the square | ad of fat 
on the back of hiB neck.    BU redheaded son had a peashooter and plastic 
bag of navy beans {  he blew some at  the attendant and the negro waved 
his handa from Bide to side to protect his face. 
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Vfao was it? 
Two men,    They're in a taxicab.    Please, go tell the police. 
Okay, the man said.    Stop that, George, jr. 
The hoy stopped blowing beans for a moment. 
Don't know what to do exactily. 
You got to do something,  the negro said. 
He was sweating heavily now.    The perspiration had spread out  on 
his poplin shirt in the  shape of large chrysanthemums under his armpits. 
I won't never get my money back* he cried. 
The attendant turned heavily and stared up at  the trees.     -he boy 
blew three  or four dried beano  at him and they just bounced off his 
breast. 
Stop!  the father shouted and put hia hand over the end of the 
bamboo peashooter.    Now, George, jr, you can go faster'n me.     Am up 
home  and tell mommer to call  the police down here in a hurry.     Go on. 
The boy ran off, cutting across  the  asphalt and up  the red bank 
of a ditch*    He went through some brooms age and down the  other  side. 
I  Just come up her for a dope,  didn't know I'd get in on a robbery, 
he said and laughed. 
The  attendant bent his head forward looking at his feet-     The 
other turned and went into the little store, learlng the negro standing 
in the hot sun.    In a while he came back out with a soda in one hand. 
The negro locked the door. 
In the time that passed before the patrol car came, the attendant 
valked about kicking the hot dusty black cinders with his brogana. 
He would turn his back in the direction of town and wait a minute. 
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listening for the sound of tires  on the road, and when he heard nothing, 
would turn quickly,  as  though the police van had sneaked up on him. 
Ke opened and closed his h-uids in his front pockets. 
Finally he saw the police coming in a black station wagon very 
plainly marked and pocked all over with dentB made by rocks  thrown 
and he walked to  the edge of  the road.    He  shaded his eyeo  with one hand. 
F fflUMB. LTHS. 113 GUI I. 
The wagon narrowly missed tne  attendant,    ^ne co;   leaned out his 
window, his  helmet  and little plastic visor flashing the sun, and 
yelled, 'hich way? 
That way, up  towards  the mountain. 
They did! Put  there' . no way out, th-?t way,  the cop said. 
Yes, sir.     I guess  they didn't know that. 
BM policeman opened the back door ami let hira in.    '•> could see 
by the negro's eyes,  the  size  of half-dollars, that the man wad  afraid. 
lion't worry,  the cop said,  I Just want you to tell ua  the car 
when you see it. 
The filling  station man nodded and mopped his brow with * folded 
red handkerchief.    He got  in and they hurried away. 
They started In to the climb up  the mountain.    They were being 
careful.    They might meet  the escaped convicts coming bock down, since 
there was  no other way out. 
The car crossed a rusty iron bridge. The ] aveaent was a little 
loose and split from freezing the winter before. >casionally there 
was a chuck hole.    Trees alongside were coloring up for spring;  some 
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were pears  and they had 3.3*11 white blossoms?  once in a while they saw 
I rlum tree with its pink and red buds.     \t  a last turn left the road 
flattened and the police van shifted Into high, gear,    The main dome  of 
the  mountain surged into view above the pavement like  I huge aninal  from 
the sea,  and the  sergeant  driving slowed the car to a crawl coming upon 
the  taxicab. 
The  r.egro knelt in the well between the seats, 
•ood,  there's no tourists up here anyway.    You see then? 
:io,  said the other.     They'll be hard to spot with all these trees. 
Must  of  run dewn toward the knob. 
"'ay be ;>o, George, I dunno. 
The;' eased out  of the wagon, keeping low and running from behind 
one   tree  to  another.    They went hesitantly,  leap-frog fashion, until 
they were at  the   eastern side of the parking lot, before a reddish yellow 
sandstone boulder vith the sign. Trail to Done,  and an arrow | ainted on 
it. 
George, the more senior of the   two, looked down the path that 
dropped neatly between trees from the back part  of the camelbaek to  the 
main knob,  and  th-n raised his  eyebrows  at  the  other cop.    The young 
one shrugged  and r,hook hi.-, head. 
Lr ok, over there. 
George  rointed in the  direction of the gray painted stairs that went 
Uj  the uide of  the mountain.    The two convicts were Just stepping onto 
the top platform.    For a moment they crouched, then disa-Te*,rpd lnto 
the brush. 
•e got  them novJ  the blond private said. 
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The policemen ran down alongside the trail staying in the coyer 
of  the freshly green trees.    The trail was filled with Drown pine 
needles which rilled over MM few rocks and exposed roots  in a flow 
like water in a stream.    The men nored as  quickly an  they could, aorsc- 
tlnes getting hung in briars  they hadn't seen,their eyes  fixed on the 
rocky done  of the mountain. 
The cover thinned at the bottom of the wooden stairs and the two 
etoi:e':. A shot rang out and cut through the uppermost "branches of a 
tree nearby. 
How we gonna get up those stairs? 
I  don't know. 
George  turned back in the direction of the parking lot on the back 
hump,     'ie  had heard gravel slide.     It was  another police van. 
Go back and find out what they know.    Tell them to draw fire from 
different spots and we'll try to get up. 
Tcay,  the private said. 
He  stood and ran, Just barely In the edge of the trail thll tine. 
\ slug struck near his foot  and he flung himself  into a small buoh and 
tumbled  over till he was behind it.    Then he scrabbled up  on hands  and 
knees  and stayed to the woodu coming up by the side and lifting himself 
up over a stone wall that bounded the parking lot. 
Don't shootJ he yelled to the  other policemen. 
B«  ran to the back of their cars  and sat, leaning against one rear 
tire. 




Yeah, the private said, storing to get his 'breath. DhJ Cut ay 
hand when I fell. 
He ricked none dirt from the  red cat,  then rubbed hia  sore knee. 
'*hat do you guys know? 
rhea two escaped from the pen early thin mornir.g.     '^nly got  one 
gun.    Vonder why they come out this  way?  .;o way out.      3nyway,  they took 
a service weapon oif a guard, a thirty-eij-ht, so that's all  they got. 
George says for you to stay here, spread out  and get thea to Bhoot 
at you and we'll  try  to get  u±   the steps. 
Ihey nodded. There were soue ahots. The uen looked over nt the 
come.    George had taken the- first flight 01"  the  twisted wooden stairs. 
That's four shots,  a corporal said. 
Vho's  the nigger? 
Huh? 
ho's  that  in the wagon? he repeated. 
Gh, he  said, that's  the one they robbed,    rook hlo money.    I better 
go back to George. 
Okay. 
The blond cop went back the way he'd cotoe,    ::e hid behind P. 
supporting barricade  at  the base of the stairs, but coul.i get no closer 
without exposing himaelf. 
Juat then there was a double open burst of shotguns, and pellets 
struck the leaves of the tall red maple trees at the near tide of the 
creBt.    The policemen back at the lot had each fired a riot shell. 
The convicts returned one ahot. 
George fired up  towards  the top landing from hia position behind 
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a Jotting stone  and the criminals fired their last shot.    It ricocheted 
off t! e stone nending little shards of rock into the fallen leaves at 
the foot  of  the stairs. 
That's all his ammo, George. 
Let *3 goJ  George yelled. 
The blond cop grasped the hand rail and pulled himself up the 
steps  worn hare  of gray paint  In the middle by many climbers.    ::.e met 
George  ant1,  the tvo of  them hid for n moment behind the Jutting rock, 
bracing their feet  against cross hoards put  there for traction In wet 
weather.     They went up  quickly.    There was some wind, and the old 
wooden staircase moved a little  of Its  own weight.    Ousted twisted 
cables held the  stairs by two iron arikes driven in the stone at  the 
top. 
The convicts  were nowhere to be seen.    The two cops  lay down behind 
IOM  Stall bushes  next  to locust  trees and one saw the pistol  taken 
frr-x the guard  at the prison, laying on soie pine needles by the  trail. 
The policemen advanced crouching to a place where the trail went  narrowly 
between two boulders,  a fatman's misery,  and knelt and listened.    There 
war.  nc sound except for the wind In the trees.    They looked at one 
pnotrer ^uestloningly. 
Okay,  "eorge  spoke  out, give yourselfs up.    You ain't got a chanst. 
Still no sound.    Leaves rustled in the breeze. 
The  tvo cope  stood full up  and looked out  into the exposed rock of 
the  dome,  fifty feet or so away.    They moved slowly to the edge of  the 
littlt wood* before fieri, but still c'id not see the escapees. 
The thought. They might haft Jumped, crossed both their minds  and 
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the cors crept to the sheer edge  and peered out  ov<-r it.     "othin^ but 
crumbled stone at the bottom of P. drop  of about  a hundred yards, and 
then the  woods  shaded by the mountain. 
^o back and check, George said waving his  revolver. 
The private ran to the stairs, dodging through the tree*. 
Y.ape, nothing here, he said. 
"e enne back and they checked on around the uorae, golflg b:   where 
the rock beco.ies  a rounded point you can see for miles,    "n sign. 
:-eorge  dho\»ed the private a oetal plate narking the elevation oi'  the 
highest point  of the double hump mountain.    Bat  thpy could find no 
trace  of  the desperadoes. 
May be they are in the  tree3. 
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I  let the car coast to a atop on the curb and set the handbrake. 
I   opened the door and got part way out,   then stuck my head hack In. 
Vhat did you say you wanted? 
Just get me  a regular box,  like we always get.     I'll give him some 
of mine,  she said, gesturing In the direction of  the child In the back 
seat* 
Okay. 
I closed the door and went  across   the lot towards  the painted 
brick building.     Cracked scaly mud, dried by the hot sun splashed from 
under the soles   of my black workboots  and powdered them.     I cut over to 
the sidewalk and strode up close to the little building, staying in the 
shade.     Out front on the side next to the street was a short  rail made 
of four  Inch pipe to protect the  restaurant.    You could tell th* pipe 
had been welded with gas, and poorly,  the welds were rough and barbed 
puddles   of metal.     I went In the farther doorj   there were not so many 
people standing around it. 
Inside were six or seven customers.     I waited for two wonen in 
front  of me to place their orders.    Tney were dressed for a hot day. In 
bermuda ehorts   and white blouses  and thonged sandals. 
We wanted separate checks,   the thick nosed one said. 
You didn't  tell me that.     I  thought, since you came  together. 
The dumpy  little woman behind the counter rewrote the orders  and 
handed the women the little stripe off the bottoms  of their sales checks. 
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They stepped back against the wall  to wait.    The cashier raked the 
sweat off her brow with one finger and turned to me.     I could Bee the 
name  111 embroidered on her uniform dress above her right brenot. 
res, sir? 
Two economy boxes,  two cokes  and a small milk. 
You want   *ny cole slaw?  she asked. 
Yes, two 8laws. 
7,11 pushed back a few strands   of hennaed hair that had fallen 
from under the small  white cap on top of her head.    3he handed me the 
bottom part  of my *aleslip.     I moved back a few stej-o and leaned against 
the 3ill  of the big window between doors.    The sun beat  on my back. 
There was very little talk.      Irrose  the room at  the end of the 
counter a guy leaned on his  elbow and stared impatiently at the cashier. 
He looked in my direction.    .:is eyes went back to T,il.    Then he looked 
away.    He stared at her and looked away.     4 fan in the attic  above  our 
heads made a slow whistling drone and nearly drove out the crashing 
sounds  of the women who prepared chicken in the kitchen.    The;-  took the 
oale» checks from clips  on a turntable and laid them down on the sill 
of the low opening  opposite the counter and, when the orders were 
finished, put  the  chicken dinners  in flimsy paper boxes   atop the slips. 
Reside me was  a cigarette machine.     ! rested my right arn on it. 
The chromed keys  that worked  the thing were hot from the sun and I 
moved my hand away to the rented part. 
Ul the customers  were impatient.    That was  the way it was, there 
were never ■ aougn people to wP.it  orders.    I had gotten chicken there 
several  times and there were never  enough people to take your order 
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and fill  it. 
Two negro  teenagers In blue denim overalls with galluses came in 
and stood at  the counter wilting for the cashier to come  to them.    They 
loo>e?  11^' construction workers, too.    .'robably hod carriers.    Both had 
thick urrer arms and  shoulders  and broad full chests. 
I need some heir,  out herej 
O-kay.    Just i mln-nit, said on*  of  the cooks. 
I  looked out the  window.    Cars were going by In a steady stream, 
leaving  town in a rush to get home Friday evming.    The traffic war bad 
here.    There were so many lights, and  the street was four laner,  and r«tmps 
run to and from the superhighway.    The work of  the road crew on a sewer 
line left  a sharp  dropping cleft acrosc   the pavement  and each thing that 
crossed it Jolted the buildings.     411 along the road   -ere small  restau- 
rants, carry-outs  with specialty menus  like this  one.    directly across 
was  s campin.3  trailer franchise.    One of  the salesmen was  closing shop 
for the day, folding down the canvas tent  walls  of  the campers,  then 
folding the  metal bays  over »nd locking them with a bar latch on top, MM 
p.t a time. 
The  tvo women in shorts  left and the guy moved from his place at 
the  end of the  counter nearer the cash register.    He bit his thumbnail 
then pretended  to study  it.     I looked at the stub of my order,    "h* 
number or.  it was  06033O. 
The waitress called out, Twenty-nine. 
The nail biter sidled up  to the cash box.    He took his wallet from 
a hind pocket  o±   ills pants. 
Three-oh-nlne, with  tax. 
■ 
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khat about  the drinks? he said.    I ordered two drinks. 
You'll have to get them In the machine, she answered, waving her 
hand in the  direction of an upright cooler Just outside the door. 
He raid her from a five dollar bill and put his change away, holding 
out a quarter and a nickel for  the drinks. 
Two more cars pulled up  outside.    One was a light green Chrysler 
station wagon,  a fairly new car with Just the driver, and behind him 
a small coupe  with the yellow bumper lights on.    The woman in the little 
German automobile came  in first,     fcparently she had called in her 
order,    ihe went right  to the register and called out  the name Murphy 
to the girl who had come from the kitchen to give Lil  a hand. 
Could you add two pints  of whipped potatoes to that? 
What?  the cook asked. 
I want two pints  of potatoes, too.    Please. 
The girl slammed the thin little boxes  down on the counter,  three 
high,  trying  to be rude,  tnen opened the door on the stainless steel 
humidor and got  the extras for the  lady.    She rang vp  the sale. 
A tall burly nan with red hair and a sallow complexion was placing 
his  order kith Lil. 
I looked at ray watch without really noticing the  time.    The burly 
man backed up  and atood next  to me.    He was  wearing a yellow lightweight 
ehlrt with an open collar and pin striped summer slacks  and mucklurks 
on nis feet.    I  looked at his  sales slip  and discovered that he was Just 
after me, number 060331,    There was something about hie hands.    He was 
lOBing the jigment off  them the way a negro does when he gets  old. 
The outer skin was peeled off his palma  and two inches  or so up  the 
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lrsldes  of his wrists.     l>hen he saw me looking at his hands for a long 
time, he crossed them and laced the fingers   together against his belt so 
I could not see. 
The cashier called out ay numher.    I went to  the counter, taking 
out my wallet* 
Two-fifty-eight, with the tax, Lll eald. 
I gave her three ones. 
You get your cokes  In cans from the machine  over there. 
I  nodded and took my change,     I went to the  door and started out. 
The hot  still air met my face.    Holding the   door with my left foot,  I 
turned   to the guy with the mottled har.ds. 
How'd you do that? 
It's  the chemicals, he said,  the chemicals at the plant.    I don't 
know why.     It's  Just the chemicals. 
I Blinked ana nodded once as if I knew  what he meant.    Then I went 
on out  and  Joined my family. 
